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Fantasy cricket has taken the Indian cricket fans by storm, and it's no surprise that the search
for the best cricket fantasy app in India has become more and more popular. Several fantasy
cricket applications have emerged in India, offering cricket fans an opportunity to create their
own virtual teams, participate in matches, and win real cash prizes.

In this blog, we will discuss the top cricket fantasy app in India and why it has become so
popular.

Exchange22

Exchange22 is the world's first fantasy football, basketball, kabaddi, and cricket fantasy app in
India. It is the best cricket fantasy app in India and distinguishes itself by providing a virtual,
real-time gaming environment. Participants in Exchange22 can make a few last-minute changes
to their 11-player team based on bowling and batting after the coin toss.

Exchange22 provides a dependable, secure, and safe gaming environment in order to achieve
its goal of becoming the best cricket fantasy app in India by 2023.

https://exchange22.com/


My11 Circle

My11 Circle is another popular Cricket Fantasy app in India, offering a user-friendly interface
and exciting features to its users. The app allows users to select their team of 11 players, with
an option to choose a power player who can earn double points. The app also provides live
streaming of matches and users can compete against former Indian cricketer Virender Sehwag
in a special contest called "Beat the Expert." My11 Circle offers various leagues and contests to
its users.

MPL

MPL is a well-known cricket fantasy app in India that offers a wide range of games, including
cricket. The app features a user-friendly interface and provides real-time updates and statistics
to help users track their progress. Users can participate in various contests to win real cash
prizes. MPL offers live streaming of matches, and users can compete against each other in
various leagues and contests.

FanFight

https://issuu.com/exchange22/docs/top_15_cricket_fantasy_app_in_india_-_exchange22


FanFight is another popular Cricket Fantasy app in India that offers various features to its users.
The app allows users to select their team of 11 players, including a captain and a vice-captain,
with an option to create their own private leagues and invite their friends to participate. FanFight
provides real-time updates and statistics to help users track their progress. The app also offers
live streaming of matches.

BalleBaazi

BalleBaazi is a top Cricket Fantasy app in India that features a user-friendly interface and
various leagues and contests. The app allows users to select their team of 11 players, including
a captain and a vice-captain, and offers live streaming of matches. Users can create their own
private leagues and invite their friends to join in, and the app provides real-time updates and
statistics to help users track their progress.

Howzat

Howzat is a popular Cricket Fantasy app in India that offers a user-friendly interface and various
leagues and contests. The app allows users to select their team of 11 players, including a
captain and a vice-captain, and offers live streaming of matches. Users can create their own
private leagues and invite their friends to participate. Howzat also provides real-time updates
and statistics to help users track their progress.

11 Wickets

11 Wickets is another popular Cricket Fantasy app in India that offers a user-friendly interface
and various leagues and contests. The app allows users to select their team of 11 players,
including a captain and a vice-captain, and provides live match streaming. Users can create
their own private leagues and invite their friends to participate, and the app offers real-time
updates and statistics to help users track their progress.

Conclusion

In conclusion, there are several cricket fantasy apps in India that provide an engaging and
immersive sports experience for cricket fans. The top cricket fantasy app in India, such as
Exchange22, My11 Circle, and MPL, offer users an opportunity to create their own virtual teams,
participate in matches, and win real cash prizes. So if you're a cricket fan looking for a way to

https://exchange22.com/


experience the game in a new and exciting way, try one of these cricket fantasy apps in India
today!


